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INSPIRED BY THE VIGOUR OF THE FLEDGLING MOTOCROSS SCENE IN THE EARLY SIXTIES,
ALPINESTARS FOUNDER SANTE MAZZAROLO TURNED HIS TALENT IN LEATHER MAKING
TO WORK ON THE CREATION OF INNOVATIVE, HIGH-PERFORMANCE, OFF-ROAD BOOTS.
AN UNMATCHED PASSION AND PRECISION HAS FORGED ALPINESTARS’ REPUTATION
AS THE CREATOR OF THE FINEST OFF-ROAD GEAR, WITH A COMPLETE MOTOCROSS AND
ENDURO COLLECTION THAT IS THE BENCHMARK FOR TECHNICAL COMPETENCE WITHIN
THE DIRT RIDING COMMUNITY.
THIS RANGE OF PREMIUM PRODUCTS INCLUDES A COMPLETE LINE OF APPAREL,
PROTECTION AND TECHNICAL UNDERWEAR THAT OFFER CLASS-LEADING SAFETY
AND PERFORMANCE TO RIDERS OF ALL LEVELS – FROM THE TOP SUPERCROSS AND
MOTOCROSS RIDERS IN THE WORLD TO THE YOUNG BEGINNER.
FROM ESTABLISHED ICONS LIKE THE TECH 8 BOOT TO THE LATEST TECHNICAL
INNOVATIONS OF THE FLUID TECH KNEE BRACE AND BIONIC NECK SUPPORT,
ALPINESTARS CONTINUES TO PUSH THE BOUNDARIES OF DESIGN AND MATERIAL
TECHNOLOGY IN ITS RELENTLESS PURSUIT OF SAFETY AND PERFORMANCE.

ONE GOAL. ONE VISION.
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MOTOCROSS / OFF-ROAD GEAR

TECHSTAR PANTS Motocross / Off-Road

TECHSTAR GLOVE Motocross / Off-Road

376 1014 Sizes S-2XL

372 1014 Sizes 28-40

356 1014 Sizes S-2XL

Fade resistant sublimated graphics.

Multi-panel poly-fabric construction is PU coated for additional strength and durability.

Vented TPR inserts on finger with a split-finger construction and Lycra gussets on first 2 fingers for
ventilation and improved flexibility.

Pre-curved sleeves.

Strategically die-cut perforated panels and mesh inserts for increase ventilation.

Fitted wrist cuffs with stretch inserts.

Exclusive patented “VECTOR” back panel design provides maximum comfort and flexibility.

Cut longer in back to help fit and compatibility with Alpinestars MX pants.

Patented “BABEL” knee design features a pre-bent, reinforced and padded 3D knee construction with
ballistic Nylon for added strength hidden spandex stretch expansion gusset.

Bionic Neck Support grip printing to aid stability.
3D injection molded rubber logos and details.
Hidden front zipper with snap front closure.

Highly durable, vented Airmesh upper with 3D TPR moulded vent on back of hand for added air
circulation.
Glove constructed in a pre-curved shape with Airprene knuckle flex points to reduce fatigue.
Finger fourchettes covered with seamless one-piece Lycra to avoid irritation.

Rip-stop heavy nylon reinforcement on the seat area provides abrasion resistance.

Landing zone reinforced with anti-vibration foam for absorption on and off the bike.

Genuine 1.3 mm leather reinforced inner leg panels for heat and abrasion resistance.

Silicon grips on fingers for improved grip and lever control.

Lightweight and ventilated mesh liner with stretch panel insert for better fit.

TPR wrist adjustment for customized fit.

Inner pocket for key storage.

Reinforced suede thumb area increases durability.
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TECHSTAR JERSEY Motocross / Off-Road

Dual waist adjustment pull tabs.
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MOTOCROSS / OFF-ROAD GEAR

CHARGER PANTS Motocross / Off-Road

CHARGER GLOVE Motocross / Off-Road

376 1214 Sizes S-2XL 377 1214 YOUTH Sizes S-XL

372 1214 Sizes 28-40 374 1214 YOUTH Sizes 22-28

356 1214 Sizes S-2XL 354 1214 YOUTH Sizes 3XS-L

YOUTH SIZES : LIME/GREEN/CYAN & ORANGE/RED/YELLOW ONLY

YOUTH SIZES : LIME/GREEN/CYAN & ORANGE/RED/YELLOW ONLY

YOUTH SIZES : LIME/GREEN/CYAN & ORANGE/RED/YELLOW

Fade resistant sublimated graphics.

Multi-panel poly-fabric construction is PU coated for additional strength and durability.

Innovative multi-fabric construction for optimal combination of weight, durability and protection.

Pre-curved sleeves.

Exclusive patented “VECTOR” back panel design provides maximum comfort and flexibility.

Reinforced suede palm gives extra abrasion protection where needed most.

Fitted wrist cuffs with stretch inserts.

Knee design features a pre-bent, reinforced and padded 3D knee construction with ballistic Nylon for
added strength hidden spandex stretch expansion gusset.

Pre-curved finger construction reduces fatigue and improves comfort while riding.

Cut longer in back to help fit and compatibility with Alpinestars MX pants.

Rip-stop heavy nylon reinforcement on the seat area provides abrasion resistance.
Genuine 1.3 mm leather reinforced inner leg panels for heat and abrasion resistance.
Lightweight and ventilated mesh liner with stretch panel insert for better fit.

Lycra gussets on first 2 fingers and thumb improve finger flexibility and durability.
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CHARGER JERSEY Motocross / Off-Road

Thick silicone grip on first 2 fingers for improved grip on the bike’s controls.
Lycra insert on palm to improve fit and comfort.
Protected wrist adjustment for customized fit.

Inner pocket for key storage.

Flexible finger guards.

3D injection molded rubber logos and details.
Front zipper with snap front closure.
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MOTOCROSS / OFF-ROAD GEAR

RACER PANTS Motocross / Off-Road

RACER GLOVE Motocross / Off-Road

376 1514 Sizes S-2XL 377 1514 YOUTH Sizes S-XL

372 1514 Sizes 28-40 374 1514 YOUTH Sizes 22-28

356 1514 Sizes S-3XL 354 1514 YOUTH Sizes 3XS-L

YOUTH SIZES : BLUE/BLACK, GRAY/BLACK & ORANGE/BLACK

YOUTH SIZES : BLUE/BLACK, GRAY/BLACK & ORANGE/BLACK

YOUTH SIZES : BLUE/BLACK, GRAY/BLACK & ORANGE/BLACK

Fade resistant sublimated graphics design.

Rear stretch panel insert provides increased comfort and flexibility.

Designed for easy fit and greater comfort while riding.

Fitted wrist cuffs.

Pre-bent leg, padded 3D knee construction with hidden expansion gusset offers improved fit and
flexibility while riding.

Lightweight Spandex upper construction gives excellent flexibility.

Heavy poly-fabric reinforcement on the seat area and inner leg panels provides superior abrasion
resistance.

Protected wrist adjustment for safe, customized fit.

Cut longer in back to improve fit with Alpinestars MX pants

Reinforced thumb design increases durability.

Lightweight and ventilated mesh liner with stretch panel inserts for better fit.

Silicone grips on first 2 fingers improves riding control.

Inner pocket for key storage.

Raised pull tab for better fit and easier entry.

3D injection molded rubber logos.

Pre-curved finger construction reduces fatigue and improves comfort.
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RACER JERSEY Motocross / Off-Road

Front zipper with D-ring fit adjustment.
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MOTOCROSS / OFF-ROAD GEAR

OCTANE GLOVE

NEO MOTO GLOVE

MECH PRO GLOVE

MECH AIR GLOVE

356 209 Sizes S-3XL

356 5013 Sizes S-2XL

356 505 Sizes S-2XL

355 2113 Sizes S-3XL

355 2513 Sizes S-3XL

PU knuckle and finger sliders for superior impact and abrasion resistance.

Airmesh and Cordura® outer construction with stretch fabric fourchettes for improved flexibility
and fit.

Clarino® synthetic leather palm construction with rubberized
finger tips.

Multipurpose/Mechanics Gloves.

Lightweight Multipurpose / Mechanics Gloves.

Reinforced Chamude palm and little finger padding sectionst.

Neoprene covers the back of the hand for great insulation in cold
and damp conditions and excellent wind stopping performance.

Synthetic Suede palm and reinforcements.

Synthetic Suede palm.

Padded knuckle and palm.

Padded knuckle.

Anatomical palm side-seam for precise fit and sensitivity.

Lightweight and breathable spandex back.

Lycra fourchette panels.

Silicone prints on index and middle finger surfaces for increased grip.

Sonic welded protection and logos to prevent thread puncture
holes.

Velcro wrist closure.

Lightweight and breathable spandex back.

3D injection-molded logos.

Elastic and Velcro wrist closure for a comfortable and secure fit.

Motocross / Enduro
Wrap around fingertip palm construction for durability.
Mesh insert on fingers for breathability.
Leather little finger for abrasion resistance.
Gusset construction provides freedom of finger movement and addition ventilation without
compromising safety.
Ergonomic TPR wrist closure system.

Motocross / Enduro

External TPR protectors on fingerst.
Anatomically designed TPR wrist closuret.

All Weather / Enduro

Multipurpose

Multipurpose
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ATLAS GLOVE

Terry thumb wiper.
Stretch wrist opening.

Lycra thumb insert provides a greater range of motion.
Side wrist foam padding. --Clarino® palm with reinforcements for improved grip.
Tab located at base of palm to aid access.
Clarino® thumb reinforcement and foam padding.
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MOTOCROSS / OFF-ROAD GEAR

VENTURE JACKET for BNS Enduro

VENTURE PANTS Enduro

CREST ENDURO WATERPROOF
JACKET FOR BNS Enduro

370 3012 Sizes S-3XL

372 3012 Sizes 28-40

370 2012 Sizes S-3XL

372 2012 Sizes S-3XL

Technical off-road and enduro performance riding jacket.
Durable Nylon and Polyester fabric construction provides excellent abrasion resistance.
Multiple stitched main seam construction for superior resistance against tearing.
Pre-bent multi-panel sleeve construction affords an excellent fit in the riding position.
Reinforced and 3D elbow construction with padded reinforcements for greater impact protection.
Removable collar designed to accommodate the Bionic Neck Support and most neck brace systems
on the market.
Detachable sleeves allow the jacket to be worn as a vest.
Front zippered air intakes and rear exhaust vents for highly effective climate control.
4 front pockets and 1 large pocket on the back.
Convenient three-section front flap allows the jacket to be configured for greater airflow
Flip out pass holder.
Internal hydration pack compartment on the back with integrated pipe hold system.
D-ring waist Velcro adjustment and Velcro wrist closure ensure a snug, tailored fit.
Neoprene borders on cuffs for added comfort.

Durable Nylon and polyester fabric construction for excellent abrasion resistance.
Alpinestars patented ‘Vector’ design back panel provides maximum comfort and flexibility.
Pre-bent multi-panel leg construction for excellent fit in the riding position.
Reinforced and padded 3D knee construction with medial leather panel for improved heat
resistance.
Heavy nylon reinforcements on the seat area for enhanced abrasion resistance.
Lightweight, ventilated mesh liner for superior riding comfort.
Ratchet buckle waist adjustment provides a tailored fit
Hidden front zipper.
Stretch ankle cuffs prevent excessive movement of the pant while riding.

Optimized for use with the Crest WP Pants.
Waterproof outer shell features taped seams to provide an effective barrier against the elements.
Elongated profile offers cover to the hip area.
Zippered air intakes for highly effective climate control.
Pre-bent multi-panel sleeve construction for superior fit in the riding position.
Two-way, waterproof zipper main closure.
External welded pockets with waterproof zippers.
Soft microfiber collar enhances comfort while reducing chafing.
Reinforced elbow construction.
Integrated flat Velcro wrist closure.
Internal waist shock cord offers an adjustable fit.
Smooth inner construction enables seamless integration with Bionic Protection Jackets.

Waterproof outer shell features taped seams to provide an effective barrier against the elements
Designed to allow knee protection to be worn underneath the pant while fitting over the top of boots to
provide superior weather protection coverage
Pre-bent multi-panel legs construction provides an excellent fit in the riding position
Articulated rear yoke for maximum freedom of movement
3D knee construction with medial leather panel for improved heat resistance
Waterproof zippers
2 side pockets
Extra long waterproof zipper on the side of the pant enables easy access for boot fitment.
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SUPERMOTO

Supermoto

S-1 LEATHER GLOVE

OCTANE S-MOTO LEATHER GLOVE

Supermoto

355 6713 Sizes S-3XL

Supermoto

356 689 Sizes S-3XL

356 7012 Sizes S-3XL

3D anatomical design with accordion leather stretch inserts on index, middle and ring fingers for
unobtrusive flexibility.

Airmesh and Cordura® outer construction with stretch fabric fourchettes for improved flexibility
and fit.

Upper constructed from full-grain leather.
Palm leather construction with reinforced landing zone.

TPR back hand vented impact protector.

Reinforced Chamude palm and little finger padding sectionst.

Alpinestars race proven PU knuckle protection system for superior impact and abrasion resistance.

Palm pad panel combined into palm/thumb/little finger reinforcement.

External TPR protectors on fingerst.

Perforated leather fingers, finger gussets and palm for maximum cooling performance.

Large twin thumb accordion stretch insert for superior fit, feeling and flexibility.

Anatomically designed TPR wrist closuret.

Open back knuckle design with perforated top panel.

Secure and precise Velcro wrist adjustable closure strap.

Perforated leather top surface panel and ventilated finger sidewalls keep the hands cool.

Silicone prints on index and middle finger surfaces for increased gript.

TPR finger reinforcements and silicon embossed back hand reinforcements.

Internal Kevlar® top surface hand and thumb lining.

External finger and palm seams for a close fit and superior feel.

3D injection-molded logos.

Accordion flex panels on fingers and thumb.

Race proven TPU injected knuckle protection system to absorb and dissipate impact.
Molded knuckle protection air intakes and exhaust ports for improved hand ventilation.
Injected TPU palm and finger sliders for superior impact and abrasion resistance.
TPU injected adjustable cuff panel for superior impact and abrasion resistance with high grip Velcro
closure for security.

Internal K-Tech Kevlar® little finger lining for superior impact and abrasion resistance.

Extended cuff protects the wrist.

Alpinestars patented finger-bridge prevents finger separation and stops protection twisting around
the fourth finger in the event of a slide.

Patented 3rd/4th finger bridge prevents finger roll and separation during impacts.
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SUPERMOTO
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GP PRO LEATHER GLOVE

Foam backed lateral wrist sliders.
Pre-curved finger construction to reduce riding fatigue.
Velcro wrist closure with TPR flap.
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PROTECTION

barcia portrait
with BNS?
1430
ANTRACITE/
RED/WHITE

735 gr.

BNS TECH CARBON NECK SUPPORT Protection

30

The BNS Tech is constructed from an advanced, high-performance carbon polymer compound to offer:

The BNS Tech incorporates a bio-organic engineering design for superb ergonomics:

Structural integrity and frame strength against heavy impact energies during a crash.

Rear stabilizer promotes PFR (Progressive Force Relief) and dissipates energy loads by transmitting
them across the back and shoulders and away from spine (thoracic vertebrae), and is connected to the
frames via pivot key.

Ultra-lightweight performance and comfort while riding.
Resilience to low temperatures, below 0°C.
The BNS Tech is designed to provide a customizable, secure and personalized fit with:
SAS (Size Adapter System) for a versatile fitment in size ranges XS-M and L-XL.
Lycra-laminated foam padding kits: adaptable and interchangeable EVA foam pads allow compatibility
with body protection systems.
Strap System: Light strap worn over or under the jersey.

ATTACHMENT PLATE
FOR BNS TECH CARBON
695 0014 10 BLACK

CHIN PLATE
FOR BNS TECH CARBON
695 1014 32 RED WHITE

SOFT INSERT PAD SET
FOR BNS (6MM AND 10MM)
695 1214 10 BLACK

Frame construction promotes improved contact with helmet during impact – including rear support
edge that fits closer to the body, extra width to account for different helmet sizes and raised chest to
reduce hyper-flexion.
Innovative quick-release locking system for rapid and efficient fitting/removal offers secure and
convenient closure.
Compressed EVA foam compound padding to distribute the impact force over the widest area, yet
remain lightweight.

X-STRAPS
FOR BNS
695 0214 10 BLACK

SIZE ADAPTER KIT
FOR BNS
XS/M - L/XL
695 1314 10 BLACK

BNS
CLOSURE SYSTEM
695 1414 12 BLACK WHITE

JUSTIN BARCIA

ALPINESTARS 2014

650 0014 Sizes XS/M - L/XL
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810 gr.

650 010 Sizes 2XS

650 0114 Sizes XS/M - L/XL
The BNS Pro is constructed from an advanced, performance fiberglass resin to offer:
Structural integrity and frame strength against heavy impact energies during crash.
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BNS SB YOUTH NECK SUPPORT Protection

PROTECTION

BNS PRO NECK SUPPORT Protection

Lightweight performance and comfort while riding.

Rear stabilizer promotes PFR (Progressive Force Relief) and dissipate energy loads by transmitting
them across the back and shoulders and away from spine (thoracic vertebrae),and is connected to the
frames via pivot key.

Resilience to low temperatures, below 0°C.

Frame construction promotes improved contact with helmet during impact – including rear support
edge that fits closer to the body, extra width to account for different helmet sizes and raised chest to
reduce hyper-flexion.

The BNS Pro is designed to provide a customizable, secure and personalized fit with:
SAS (Size Adapter System) for a versatile fitment in size ranges XS-M and L-XL.

Innovative quick-release locking system for rapid and efficient fitting/removal offers highly secure and
convenient closure.

Lycra-laminated foam padding kits: adaptable and interchangeable EVA foam pads allow
compatibility with body protection systems.

Compressed EVA foam compound padding to distribute the impact force over the widest area, yet
remain lightweight.

Strap System: Light strap worn over or under the jersey.

Special Blend of reinforced Polyurethane main frame gives high strength, forgiving yet effective load
transfer performance.
Differing E.V.A. composite foam pads form comfortable support with firm pads in the shoulders and softer
pads on chest and back for greater comfort and adaptability.
Category 2 CE certified under the PPE Directive (89/686/EEC).
The size 2XS Bionic Neck Support includes a resizing kit that enables modification of the BNS to suit a
size 3XS rider.

A-STRAP 670 029 10
SUBSTANTIAL STRAP SYSTEM WHICH SECURES
THE BNS ONTO THE RIDER WITH THE AID OF A
CHEST STRAP.

The BNS Pro incorporates a bio-organic engineering design for superb ergonomics:
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ATTACHMENT PLATE 695 000 20
ALLOWS REPLACEMENT OF THE KEYHOLE PLATE
SHOULD IT BE DAMAGED IN AN IMPACT.

FOAM PARTS KIT 695 0112
ALLOWS REPLACEMENT OF BNS FOAM PIECES
WHEN DAMAGED - DIE CUT DOUBLE SIDED
ADHESIVE INCLUDED.
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ATTACHMENT PLATE
FOR BNS PRO
695 0114 10 BLACK

CHIN PLATE
FOR BNS PRO
695 1114 21 WHITE BLACK

SOFT INSERT PAD SET
FOR BNS (6MM AND 10MM)
695 1214 10 BLACK

X-STRAPS
FOR BNS
695 0214 10 BLACK

SIZE ADAPTER KIT
FOR BNS
XS/M - L/XL
695 1314 10 BLACK

BNS
CLOSURE SYSTEM
695 1414 12 BLACK WHITE

X-STRAP 695 029 10
LIGHTWEIGHT STRAP SYSTEM WHICH TETHERS
THE BNS TO THE RIDER.
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FLUID TECH CARBON KNEE BRACE Protection

FLUID PRO KNEE BRACE SET Protection

LEFT 650 0414 / RIGHT 650 0314 Sizes S/M/L - XL/2XL

650 1314 Sizes S/M/L - XL/2XL

Highly ventilated: Channeled padding and mesh zones for
optimized ventilation and airflow.

ALPINESTARS 2014
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Crucial weight-saving: the Fluid Tech is 40 per cent lighter
than current B2 brace versions.

The Fluid Pro is CE Certified CE 1621-1
K type B, lightweight, strong and is
constructed from a high-performance
glass fiber compound to offer:

The Fluid Tech incorporates a bio-organic engineering
design for superb anatomical performance:

Optimized structural integrity and
frame strength: the Fluid Pro features
a lightweight ‘exoskeleton’, reduced
material construction design.

Innovative patella/knee cup protection system:
Ergonomically sculptured and ventilated knee cup system
constructed from semi-rigid TPU backed by shock-absorbing
PU memory foam.

Extreme temperature resilience: Fluid Tech performs at
temperatures as low as -20°C (-4°F).

Correct position of knee cup is secured accurately in place
with top and bottom elastic straps, allowing multi-directional
freedom of movement.

The Fluid Tech is designed to provide a highly customizable,
personalized and stable fit:

Additional protection in strongly angled positions afforded by
upper and lower patella cuffs.

SAS (size adapter system): provides adjustable and versatile
brace fitment in size ranges S-M-L and XL-2XL.

Innovative, dual X-strap system promotes secure fitment of
brace in all riding positions and includes combined buckle
and Velcro closures for rapid and easy mounting.

Innovative spacer system: Brace supplied with leg-size
adjustment spacers (1mm, 2mm and 3mm) on either side
of hinge, plus two pairs of flexible, anatomically optimized
‘ergo-fit’ spacers (6mm and 9mm) for improved directional
articulation performance.

Highly ventilated: Channeled padding and
mesh zones for optimized ventilation and
airflow.
Crucial weight-saving: the Fluid Pro is 25
per cent lighter than current B2 brace
versions.
Extreme temperature resilience: Fluid
Pro performs at temperatures as low as
-20°C (-4°F).
The Fluid Pro is designed to provide a
highly customizable, personalized and
stable fit:
SAS (size adapter system): provides
adjustable and versatile brace fitment in
size ranges S-M-L and XL-2XL.
Innovative spacer system: Brace supplied
with leg-size adjustment spacers (1mm,
2mm and 3mm) on either side of hinge,
plus two pairs of flexible, anatomically
optimized ‘ergo-fit’ spacers (6mm and
9mm) for improved directional articulation
performance.
Knee pivot system: New double-pivoting
hinge system incorporating tool-free, fast,
easily exchangeable extension stops (0,
5, 10, 15, 20 degrees) to prevent hyperextension injuries.
The Fluid Pro incorporates a bio-organic
engineering design for superb anatomical
performance:

650 0314 1430
FLUID CARBON TECH LEFT
ANTHRACITE/RED/WHITE

650 0414 1430
FLUID CARBON TECH LEFT
ANTHRACITE/RED/WHITE

Innovative patella/knee cup protection
system: Ergonomically sculptured and
ventilated knee cup system constructed
from semi-rigid TPU backed by shockabsorbing PU memory foam.

PROTECTION

Optimized structural integrity and frame strength: the Fluid
Tech features a lightweight ‘exoskeleton’, reduced material
construction design.

Knee pivot system: New double-pivoting hinge system
incorporating tool-free, fast, easily exchangeable extension
stops (0, 5, 10, 15, 20 degrees) to prevent hyper-extension
injuries.

ALPINESTARS 2014

The Fluid Tech is CE Certified CE 1621-1 K type B, lightweight,
strong and is constructed from an advanced, highperformance carbon polymer compound to offer:

Correct position of knee cup is secured
accurately in place with top and bottom
elastic straps, allowing multi-directional
freedom of movement.
Additional protection in strongly angled
positions afforded by upper and lower
patella cuffs.
Innovative, dual X-strap system promotes
secure fitment of brace in all riding
positions and includes combined buckle
and Velcro closures for rapid and easy
mounting.

FLUID TECH CARBON / FLUID PRO KNEE BRACE Spare Parts

34

BUCKLES
FOR FLUID KNEE BRACE
695 2314 30 RED

DUAL STRAP KIT
FOR FLUID KNEE BRACE
695 2114 10 BLACK

EXTENSION STOPS
FOR FLUID KNEE BRACE
695 2014 30 RED

LATERAL SPACER PADS
FOR FLUID KNEE BRACE
695 2414 10 BLACK

ADJUSTMENT SPACERS
FOR FLUID KNEE BRACE
695 2214 10 BLACK

HINGE COVER STICKERS
FOR FLUID KNEE BRACE
695 2514 170 BLACK
METALLIC BRUSH

650 1314 231
FLUID PRO SET
WHITE/RED/BLACK
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BIONIC PLUS JACKET Protection

STELLA BIONIC 2 JACKET Protection

650 6514 Sizes S - 2XL

650 6614 Sizes S - 2XL

650 6714 Sizes S - 2XL

651 658 Sizes S - XL

Slim-fitting, highly breathable elastane stretch mesh main construction incorporating extensive
Cordura paneling for durability and abrasion resistance.
Reduced material construction on underarms and arms for ventilation and weight saving.
Integrated chest and back protection panels are: constructed from a robust K-RESIN® polymer
blend for optimized flexibility and excellent weight saving; over-injected and placed under
Cordura textile finish - stitch mounted onto jacket for styling, stability and durability; reinforced by
thermoformed 3D poly padding for comfort and shock absorption.
Slim-lined CE level protectors on shoulder and elbows offer excellent levels of resistance abrasion
and shock.
Removable comfort padding chest allows for integration of Alpineastars’ BNS.
Premium, auto-locking YKK zips utilized for main frontal closure, plus convenient zip garage.
Silicone printed logos throughout to help keep jersey in place.
Convenient pull tab loops on shoulders for secure fitment of Alpinestars BNS.
Thermoformed padding on kidney areas for comfort and secure fit.

Technical, elastane stretch mesh main construction is highly breathable and retains shape.
Reduced material construction on underarms and arms for ventilation and weight saving.
Slimlined, CE-certified elbow/forearm protectors provide excellent impact protection and are
asymmetric to offer optimized left/right fit.
Chest and back panels feature triple-layer EVA compound padding for good shock absorption and
padding.
Removable upper chest and back padded panels accommodate fitment of Alpinestars BNS.
Thermoformed kidney protector padding.
Premium, auto-locking YKK zips for main frontal closure and on detachable sleeves to ensure
secure fitting.
Silicone printed logos throughout.
Convenient pull tab loops on shoulders for secure fitment of Alpinestars BNS.

Women specific fit.
CE certified GP shoulder and elbow protectors.
Removable CE Certified Bionic Back Protector.
Technical stretch mesh construction.
Women specific polymer chest plates, backed with bio-foam.
YKK® semi auto-lock front zipper closure.
Adjustable arm and shoulder straps for personalized fit.
Adjustable dual waist Velcro closure.

Technical, elastane stretch mesh main construction is highly breathable and retains shape.
Strategically positioned cordura panels for durability and abrasion resistance.
All components engineered for a reduced material construction garment that is extremely
lightweight, slim and highly ventilated. --Highly versatile, modular and customizable fit for different
forms of off-road riding is afforded by: removable comfort padding; v-strap kidney belt; lace sleeve
closures; removable sleeves; full compatibility with bns protection.
Innovative, ce certified chest protector backed by technical, eva shock absorbing material which
molds to rider’s body shape.
Premium, ce certified shoulder and elbow/forearm protectors systems feature: thermoformed 3d
poly padding for comfort and shock absorption; dual protector cup for excellent flexibility and range
of movement; protector cups are asymmetric to offer extended protection surfaces, which are
contoured to ensure a close fit to keep the protection located and reduce rotation.
Detachable back protector can be removed to further enhance ventilation capabilities or adapted to
accommodate bns.
Protector panels are constructed from a robust k-resin® polymer performance blend for optimized
flexibility and excellent weight saving properties. Shells are vented and channeled to improve
airflow and prevent heat build-up.
Innovative cross lacing system (cls) for securing sleeves features elastic cord and breathable
microfibers to give lightweight and highly customizable fit. Cls significantly reduces risk of arm
pump.
Convenient pull tab loops on shoulders for secure fitment of alpinestars bns.
Elastic kidney with tpr belt system for customized, secure fit.
Removable (eva) comfort padding on shoulders, chest and kidney area.
Premium, auto-locking ykk zips for main frontal closure and on detachable sleeves and ensures
security.
Silicone printed logos throughout to help keep jersey in place.
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BIONIC PRO JACKET Protection
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BIONIC TECH JACKET Protection
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A8 LIGHT PROTECTION VEST

BIONIC BACK PROTECTOR

650 2213 Sizes M - L

670 0012 Sizes S/M - M/2XL - 2XL/4XL

670 0014 Sizes XS/S - M/L/XL/2XL

650 407 Sizes S - XL

Youth specific protection jacket.

ENGINEERED FOR BNS

ENGINEERED FOR BNS

The combination of advanced design methods and high-tech materials ensures that Alpinestars A-8
Body Armour offers unrivalled levels of safety and performance to the dedicated Motocross and
Enduro rider.

Protector panels are constructed from a robust polymer performance blend for optimized flexibility
and excellent weight saving properties

DFD (Dynamic Force Dispersion) Technology means this protector is reduced in thickness and in
weight: 15mm thinner and 130g lighter than previous models.

CE certified child shoulder and elbow Protectors.
Technical stretch mesh construction.

This new, innovative armour system attains the highest level of protection in terms of CE standards
(prEN 1621-2 level 2 and EN 14021), yet grants the rider exceptional freedom of movement.

Removable CE Certified (level 2) Youth Bionic Back Protector.
Polymer chest plates, backed with bio-foam.

Adjustable arm and shoulder straps for personalized fit.

This highly-developed protector can be worn as an under-jersey without shoulder cups or as an
over-jersey with shoulder cups and utilizes semi-rigid plastics to enable a superior fit against the
body. The A-8’s design allows the protectors to follow the body’s motion perfectly, ensuring the
armour is always in the optimal position to provide protection when it’s needed.

Adjustable dual waist Velcro closure.

The large, lateral protectors are unique for such an armour system and wrap around the body
effortlessly, while a newly developed buckle system allows the fit to be precisely adjusted.

YKK® semi auto-lock front zipper closure.

Strategically placed intake and exhaust events combine with extensive perforated panels to
enhance airflow, resulting in greater riding comfort.

Shells are vented and channeled to improve airflow and prevent heat build-up

CE Level 2 protection means this protector offers double the impact performance of a CE Level 1
protector. CE Level 2 Impact performance (under 9kN transmitted force) in accordance with EN
1621-2.

Chest and back panels feature triple-layer EVA compound padding for shock absorption and
padding

Ergonomic 5 plate construction contours to the natural curve of the back. Plates lock to lessen
overextension of the back.

Removable upper chest and back padded panels accommodate fitment of Alpinestars BNS.

Construction allows excellent shock absorption, even in repeated impacts, but allows a thin, light,
and substantially breathable core.

Comfort padding on shoulders straps.
Elastic kidney belt and buckle system for personalized and secure fit.

The airflow has been designed that even if the protector is pressed hard against your body, air will
still flow through from the top to the bottom.

Silicone printed logos.

Adjustable shoulder straps.

Convenient pull tab loops on shoulders for secure fitment of Alpinestars BNS.

Wide waist belt with thermo-formed protection at the sides.

PROTECTION

A8 PROTECTION VEST

ALPINESTARS 2014

PROTECTION
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YOUTH BIONIC 2 JACKET Protection

The A-8 has also been designed to integrate with the Alpinestars Bionic Neck Support to offer riders
a complete, high performance protection system for the upper body.
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BIONIC FREERIDE SHORT

MX AIR KIDNEY BELT

650 707 Sizes S - 2XL

651 658 Sizes OS

Microfiber construction.
Shock aBsorbing palm insert.
Reinforced throttle area.
Drystar® membrane insert.
Insulated for warmth.
Accordion wrist closure.
Specifically designed for women.

Microfiber construction.
Shock absorbing palm insert.
Reinforced throttle area.
Drystar® membrane insert.
Insulated for warmth.
Accordion wrist closure.
Specifically designed for women.

650 465 Sizes OS

YOUTH BIONIC BACK PROTECTOR

BIONIC AIR BACK PROTECTOR

654 409 One Size

650 4011 Sizes XS - XL

DFD (Dynamic Force Dispersion) Technology means this protector is reduced in thickness and in
weight: 15mm thinner and 130g lighter than previous models.

CE Certified Level 1 to the latest back protector standard revision (prEN 1621-2:2010) allowing a
slimmer, more ergonomic design.

CE Level 2 protection means this protector offers double the impact performance of a CE Level 1
protector. CE Level 2 Impact performance (under 9kN transmitted force) in accordance with EN
1621-2.

The new dual density cell structure technology combines two different materials to offer lightweight
impact protection with exceptional breathability and comfort.

Ergonomic 5 plate construction contours to the natural curve of the back. Plates lock to lessen
overextension of the back.

Ergonomic protection plates contour to the natural curve of the back ensuring optimum fit while
riding. Protection plates have special lateral “wings” that flex to fit the movement of the shoulder
blades and wrap around the kidneys when in the riding position.

Construction allows excellent shock absorption, even in repeated impacts, but allows a thin, light,
and substantially breathable core.

Breathable inner mesh.

The airflow has been designed that even if the protector is pressed hard against your body, air will
still flow through from the top to the bottom.
Adjustable shoulder straps.
Wide waist belt with thermo-formed padding at the sides.

Adjustable and detachable elastic shoulder straps via a snap fit system to allow a more comfortable
use of the protector under leather suits.
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Ergonomically designed for maximum stability on the torso and lower back --Lightweight and flexible
Reinforced TPR main panel
Perforated waist straps and vented bio-foam for comfort
Ergonomic back panel
Elastic waistband and adjustment straps.

PROTECTION

ORION KIDNEY BELT

COMP PRO SHORT
650 777 Sizes S - XL
Textile upper construction.
Anti-slip palm construction.
Shock absorbing palm insert.
Drystar® membrane insert.
Insulated for warmth.
Elastic contoured wrist.
Shock cord cuff closure.
Specifically designed for women.

ALPINESTARS 2014
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PROTECTION
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SATURN KIDNEY BELT

Wide belt featuring a dual Velcro closure system.

650 4612 Sizes OS / 654 4612 YOUTH Sizes OS

Conceived as a modular system, enabling a wide size range.

YOUTH SIZES : BLACK/GRAY
Ergonomically designed for maximum stability across the torso and lower back.
Lightweight and flexible construction.
Reinforced TPR main panel.
Waist straps with mesh insert for ventilation.
Dual Velcro closure on the waist offers precise fit.
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BIONIC SX KNEE PROTECTOR

VAPOR KNEE PROTECTOR

650 6312 Sizes XS/S - M/L/XL
Super lightweight knee guard that provides exceptional impact protection.

650 2313 Sizes S/M - L/XL
654 2313 YOUTH Sizes OS

Extensive protection zones fulfills CE standard EN 1621-1 (K+L Type B)

CE certified protection systems utilizing robust protective structures and impact absorption padding.

Constructed with highly breathable materials in an efficient ventilation configuration for superior
airflow.

Thermo-formed polymer material construction offers improved impact performance.
Highly ergonomic design improves streamlining while providing crucial protection for MX and offroad riding.

Asymmetrical, anatomic design and intelligent panel construction allows optimal movement and
ensures a correct fit for both the left & right protector.

Intelligent fastening systems offer greater flexibility, customization and prevent side rotation.

Kneecup features large lateral extensions for maximum protection coverage.

Innovative Cross Lacing System for fastening on Elbow Protectors features elastic cord and
breathable microfibers to give lightweight and highly customizable fit.

Complete TPU protector coverage over the knee, shin & lower thigh.
Engineered to easily fit with riding boots, with a removable lower strap.

Dual strap closure system on Knee Protectors specially designed to offer more comfort and
adjustment, with top strap mounted above the knee and lower strap positioned for ergonomic fit.

Inner medial kneecup features a sleek design for reduced material thickness between the knee and
bike for greater control while riding.

Advanced 3D poly padding for increased comfort and a close-fitting performance.

Guard is backed with highly perforated, PU memory foam to keep you cool & comfortableSlim, easy
to adjust straps ensure a precise fit.

Asymmetrical and lightweight ergonomic panel construction offers extended protection surfaces to
reduce rotation.
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BIONIC MX KNEE GUARD

VAPOR ELBOW PROTECTOR

650 633 Sizes OS
Articulated protector follows the movements of the knee joint.

650 2213 Sizes S/M - L/XL
654 2213 YOUTH Sizes OS

Impact resistant and ventilated thermoplast shell with aluminum reinforced knee cup for superior
energy absorption.

CE certified protection systems utilizing robust protective structures and impact absorption padding.

Ergonomically designed to fit the knees and the side of the bike with an asymmetrical form.

Thermo-formed polymer material construction offers improved impact performance.

Removable and impact resistant bio-foam padding with a comfortable Lycra liner.

Highly ergonomic design improves streamlining while providing crucial protection for MX and offroad riding.

Adjustable Velcro straps strategically placed to prevent skin abrasions.

PROTECTION

Creative silicone printed graphic pattern.

ALPINESTARS 2014
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PROTECTION

Vented panels and advanced microfibers give comfort to the rider, preventing heat build-up while
maintaining tactile contact with skin.

Intelligent fastening systems offer greater flexibility, customization and prevent side rotation.

Durable billet aluminum hinges.

Innovative Cross Lacing System for fastening on Elbow Protectors features elastic cord and
breathable microfibers to give lightweight and highly customizable fit.

Snap assembly for easy cleaning.

Dual strap closure system on Knee Protectors specially designed to offer more comfort and
adjustment, with top strap mounted above the knee and lower strap positioned for ergonomic fit.
Advanced 3D poly padding for increased comfort and a close-fitting performance.
Asymmetrical and lightweight ergonomic panel construction offers extended protection surfaces to
reduce rotation.
Vented panels and advanced microfibers give comfort to the rider, preventing heat build-up
while maintaining tactile contact with skin.
Creative silicone printed graphic pattern.
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MX MUD JACKET Enduro

KNEE SLEEVE Tech Layer

370 507 Sizes S - 2XL

670 0311 Sizes OS

TECH COOLMAX® SOCKS Tech Layer
470 2114 Sizes S/M - L/2XL

Durable PVC shell.

Constructed from technical Coolmax® material to keep feet cool and dry.

Elasticized waist and wrist cuffs.

Elasticated cuff prevents slippage and reduces material bunching.

Easy entry full-length front zipper.

Arch support band for improved performance fit and comfort.

Side mesh panels for ventilation.

Density cushioning on heel, toe, insole, Achilles area and shin for comfort and durability.

Neoprene collar for better sealing.

Knee length sizing for maximum coverage. --Anti-bacterial, non-odorous.

Cut short at the front to reduce bunching in the ride position.
Printed logos.
Clear.

CX COMPRESSION JERSEY Tech Layer
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475 500 Sizes M - 3XL

916
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Design to fit the rider while in race riding position.
Main body is constructed with a heat and moisture wicking poly spandex and mesh for venting.
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ACCESSORIES

ACCESSORIES
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Sublimated graphics.
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MX COOLING VEST Tech Layer

PRO COOLMAX® SOCKS Tech Layer

SUPERVICTORY COOLMAX® SOCKS T.L.

470 2014 Sizes S/M - L/2XL

470 2214 Sizes S/M - L/2XL

Constructed from technical Coolmax® material to keep feet cool and dry.

Constructed from technical Coolmax® material to keep feet cool and dry.

Nostatex® sole for excellent moisture-wicking and breathability.

Elasticated cuff prevents slippage and reduces material bunching.

Elasticated cuff prevents slippage and reduces material bunching.

Arch support band for improved performance fit and comfort.

Arch and calf support bands for improved performance fit and comfort.

Density cushioning on heel, toe and insole for comfort and durability.

Density cushioning on heel, toe, insole and Achilles area for comfort and durability.

Knee length sizing for maximum coverage.

Knee length sizing for maximum coverage.

Anti-bacterial, non-odorous.

ALPINESTARS 2014

ALPINESTARS 2014

Integrated impact foam elbow guards designed to stay in place (i.e. will not twist or slide off impact
site) in the event of a crash.

Anti-bacterial, non-odorous.

475 5511 Sizes S - 3XL
The evaporative MX cooling vest is designed to cool the wearer during outdoor sporting activities in
hot weather conditions.
This is achieved through the garment’s water management system, which uses an exclusive
polymer embedded material that has been specifically designed to absorb and slowly release water
within the multi-layered fabric, significantly enhancing the body’s ability to stay cool.
How to use: Simply submerge the garment in water for 5-10 minutes, and then remove excess water
by gently squeezing the vest before use.
The vest will remain hydrated for several hours and can be rehydrated as needed.
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TECH TOOLPACK Bags / Enduro

140 HOLDALL Bags

610 6914 Sizes OS

610 6114 Sizes OS

Multi use waist bag with Internal tool organizer pocket.

32x16x18” / 82x40x46x CM / 140L

Tough Tarpaulin and 600D polyester construction.

Large gear bag to hold and protect all your mx gear.

Main compartment, large enough to carry inner tube.

Large main area compartment protection.

Side coin/key pockets for easy access.

Tough tarpaulin and 600d polyester construction.
End organizer compartment.
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CHARGER BACKPACK Bags

LITE BACKPACK Bags

610 7014 Sizes OS

610 7514 Sizes OS

12.5x6x18” / 32x15x45 CM / 16L

12.5x6x18” / 32x15x45 CM / 16L

Streamlined lightweight backpack.

Streamlined lightweight backpack.

Specifically designed for short trips and commuting.

Specifically designed for short trips and commuting.

Tough tarpaulin and 420d polyester construction.

Tough tarpaulin and 420d polyester construction.

Refelctive stripes for maximum visibility at night.

Refelctive stripes for maximum visibility at night.

Chest strap for superior fitting.

Chest strap for superior fitting.

Removable waist strap.

Removable waist strap.

Side mesh pockets.

Side mesh pockets.

Large main pocket with padded laptop storage.

Large main pocket with padded laptop storage.

Glasses pocket with soft lining.

Glasses pocket with soft lining.
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Inner mesh pocket.
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OFF-ROAD FOOTWEAR

Lightweight upper combines full-grain leather with lightweight microfiber
and impact and abrasion resistant TPU shell.

TPU lower shell is reinforced with metal shank and includes toe
reinforcement for impact and abrasion resistance.

Innovative, evolutionary TPU shin-plate construction for greater range
of fitment features a reinforced Velcro closure for comfortable, highly
customized closure.

All the buckles are replaceable.

Shin zone incorporates TPU blade system engineered to prevent frontal
hyperextension and provides greater flex control.

Poly fabric lining with 3D open cell foam incorporates anti-sliding suede
reinforcement on heel area.

Evolutionary design for lateral flex zone provides front and rear flexion
support and helps prevents torsion.

Exclusive dual compound sole is seamlessly integrated to the multidensity foot base structure with built-in support; the sole superior
durability and grip.

Medial-facing panel constructed from TPU with rubber insert for
maximum grip contact with bike and improved heat and abrasion
resistance.

ANKLE BRACE SYSTEM

Soft microfiber gaiter helps seal out excessive water and dirt entry.

The Tech 10 boot is CE certified.

Contoured TPU calf protector plate offers impact resistance.

ANKLE BRACE SYSTEM

Innovative TPU rear blade system protects heel and features a rear
hyperextension guard.

Innovative biomechanical inner brace features torsion bars to control
ankle and leg rotation, while allowing freedom of movement.

Extensive TPU protection on toes, foot, heel, ankle, calf and shin with
extra hard compounds on the toe-box, heel and Achilles tendon.

Shock absorbing padding on the heel and ankles plus an ultra thin and
flexible forefoot area for increased sensitivity and control.

New closure system includes polymer buckles plus alumiunium frame
with innovative self-aligning, quick release closures for customized
secure fitment.

Removable anatomic footbed.
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OFF-ROAD FOOTWEAR

201 0014 Sizes 7-14 US / 40.5-49.5 EUR
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For the development team working on the Tech 10, several key objectives
were apparent at the outset and refinements to this revolutionary
concept have been made ever since. The first objective was to
improve the performance of the boot’s safety structure over existing
technologies. More traditional boots have ankle protection and support
built inside their construction and to improve on the concept and bring
the protection closer to the body, a new inner brace was developed.
Having discarded the use of a single hinge boot system, (a concept
Alpinestars had developed and patented designs for in the mid-80’s,
but never adopted because of excessive stress put on the knee) a
revolutionary solution was developed. Using some of the lessons learned
in the company’s road racing program, where the Alpinestars Supertech
boot leads the way with its unique torsion bar ankle support, the new MX
brace features a patented double-hinged assembly. However, the Tech
10 brace shares no common components with the Supertech version,
having been designed specifically to cope with the particular demands
of MX riding and has already been through several design modifications
to yet further improve performance.
The double hinge torsion bars allow upper and lower protective
structures in the brace to protect the ankle and heel, while giving
complete freedom, flexibility and feel to the rider by following the natural
movements of the foot and ankle, with no constraint until the point of over
extension. The system also minimizes the chances of sprains and twists,
while also protecting the ankle from lateral impacts. It is comfortable to
wear, extremely strong, stable and lightweight while allowing ventilation
around the foot.
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OFF-ROAD FOOTWEAR
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TECH 10 Motocross / Off-Road

BLAKE BAGGET
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201 1013 Sizes 5-15 US / 38-51 EUR

ALPINESTARS 2014

Upper constructed from a combination of full grain leather and innovative
and light microfiber that is flexible and abrasion resistant.
Alpinestars inner ankle sleeve is
constructed from leather with 3D mesh
panels and incorporates adjustable shock
absorbing gel inserts on the ankles and a
removable anatomic footbed for enhanced
comfort, fit and protection on the ankle and
lower leg.

INTERNAL ANKLE
SLEEVE

Alpinestars exclusive high grip, dual
density rubber outsole includes footpeg
area which is reinforced with hard polymer
compound for durability and comfort. The
outsole is fully replaceable.

Advanced closure system features strong techno-polymer buckles for
easy adjustability with a precise, secure and streamlined fit.
Top and bottom reverse closure design provides superior impact security
and improved fit.
Low profile toe for improved control and sensitiveness in the shift area.
Full length, sculpted rubber panel on the inner side of the boot gives
superb grip against the bike and is insulated with aluminum foil for
improved heat resistance.
Instep and Achilles flex zones for superior comfort, control and support.
Replaceable kick starter protection insert located on the right boot.
Stamped steel sole and heel guard.

Reinforced lateral flex zone above outward facing ankle helps prevent
torsion.

Soft, polymer gaiter provides effective seal around the top of the boot,
preventing excessive water and dirt entry.

Contoured shin plate injected with high modulus polymer for superior
impact and abrasion resistance is perforated for ventilation.

Breathable 3D tech mesh lining reduces heat buildup and improves
comfort.

Contoured calf protector plate is injected with high modulus polymer for
impact resistance.

Contoured tempered steel shank is over injected inside the mid‐sole
assembly for rider safety and support.

Extended, internal protection plates constructed from injected polymer to

The TECH 8 RS Boot is CE certified.
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guard the ankle and lower foot as well as the toe box area.
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OFF-ROAD FOOTWEAR

TECH 8 RS Motocross / Off-Road
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201 2014 Sizes 5-16 US / 38-52 EUR
Upper constructed from light, innovative microfiber that is flexible and
abrasion resistant.

TPU lower shell is reinforced with metal shank and includes toe
reinforcement for impact and abrasion resistance.

Innovative, evolutionary TPU shin-plate construction for greater range
of fitment features a reinforced Velcro closure for comfortable, highly
customized closure. Shin zone incorporates a TPU blade system
engineered to prevent frontal hyperextension and offer greater flex
control.

Extended microfiber gaiter helps seal out excessive water and dirt entry.

Wide entry aperture for convenience with Velcro upper closure TPR flap
to allow broad ranging calf fit adjustment and support.

All buckles are easily replaceable.

Medial-facing area constructed from one-piece TPU panel with
honeycomb sculpturing for maximum grip contact with bike and
improved heat and abrasion resistance.

New closure system includes polymer buckles plus aluminum frame with
innovative self-aligning, quick release closures for customized secure
fitment.

JUSTIN BARCIA & RYAN VILLOPOTO

OFF-ROAD FOOTWEAR
ALPINESTARS 2014

TECH 7 Motocross / Off-Road

Breathable mesh 3D liner with anti-sliding microfiber suede
reinforcement on the heel area.
Soft poly-foam surrounds the ankles and collar offer comfort and shock
absorbing performance.

Top rear flexion of the boot is supported around the calf by an innovative
TPU sliding blade system which dissipates the friction.

Removable anatomic footbed.

Ergonomic buckle system offers secure and highly personalised closure.

Exclusive high grip rubber double density compound outer sole. Sole and
footpeg are replaceable.

Innovative TPU lateral ankle protection provides biomechanical link
between the middle lateral and the bottom lateral of the boot.

The Tech 7 boot is CE certified.

Instep and Achilles accordion flex zones constructed for superior control
and support.
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TECH 3 Motocross / Off-Road

PART # 201 207 Sizes 5-16 US / 38-52 EUR

201 307 Sizes 5-16 US / 38-52 EUR

Full-grain leather upper and accordion flex microfiber with impact and abrasion resistant TPU shell for
unmatched levels for safety

Shin plate protector is injected with high modulus TPU for a high level of impact and abrasion protection

TPU protects toes, foot, ankle and lower leg from dangerous impact. Toe box area utilizes a unique dual
injection process which offers greater flexibility and comfort

Contoured calf protector plate is injected with TPU for high impact protection

Contoured shin plate protector is injected with high-modulus TPU for a
high level of impact and abrasion resistance.

ALPINESTARS 2014

Reinforced leather plate runs along rear of the boot.
Extended inside and outside plate guards the side and toe-box area of
the boot.

Four buckles with memory featuring a quick release/locking system.
High impact resistant buckles made from injected techno-polymer.
Top of the boot is sealed with Velcro and stretch PVC coated fabric.

Calf plate designed for maximum grip, support and side contact.

Poly-fabric lining coupled with multi-density EVA.

Shock absorbing ankle padding.

Removable anatomic foot bed.

Internal plastic reinforcement on the inner side of the boot is covered by
thick stamped suede for increased grip and heat resistance.

Extended gaiter helps prevent water entry.

Instep flex-zone stitched for maximum support.

Exclusive internal ankle brace protector

Dual compound toe-box for improved flexibility and increased impact protection

Alpinestars’ exclusive high grip rubber double density compound outsole with replaceable sole

Brand new outsole using Tech 10 technology

Inner side of the boot specifically designed with dual compound TPU for improved grip

Closure system features 4 aluminum buckles with memory and a quick release/locking system with selfaligning design for easy, precise closure

Achilles flex zones for superior comfort, control and support

TPU soft gaiter at the top of the boot effectively seals out elements

The TECH 7 boot is CE certified.

The Tech 3 boot is CE certified.

Action leather upper with front/rear accordion microfiber.
Alpinestars’ exclusive high grip rubber double injected outsole with a
contoured tempered steel shank over injected inside the insole assembly.
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Exclusive internal ankle brace protector
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WILL HAHN

OFF-ROAD FOOTWEAR

TECH 7 Motocross / Off-Road

201 506 Sizes 2-8 US YOUTH / 34-42 EUR

201 4011 SIZES: 2-8 US YOUTH CORRESPONDING TO: 34-42 EUR | 10-1 US KIDS CORRESPONDING TO: 28-33 EUR

Tech 6S is specifically designed and sized for junior riders.

Optimal back and forth flexibility.

Constructed using synthetic material.

Contoured shin plate protector is injected with high modulus TPU for a
high level of impact and abrasion resistance.

3-stage instep flex zone for maximum comfort, control and support.

Designed specifically for junior riders.

Coated Leather upper.

Contoured shin plate protector is injected with high-modulus TPU for a
high level of impact and abrasion resistance

Extended inside plate is injected with medium hard TPU guarding the
side and toe box area and features a soft TPU insert for controlling grip.
The inner side of the boot is specifically designed for control and
features thick and wide stamped suede designed for excellent contact
and grip against the bike, whilst guarding against heat.
Wide calf protector plate is injected with TPU for high impact resistance.
Injected external TPU heel protector guards the outer ankle and features
a shock-absorbing insert on the back of the boot.
Mesh internal lining is laminated with open cell foam for improved air
circulation.

Exclusive rubber outsole design.
Closure structure features three, low profile Aluminum buckles with
memory, self-alignment, micro adjustment and a quick release/locking
system. Top and bottom reverse closure design provides superior
impact avoidance and optimal fit.
Increased flexibility at the ball of the foot for improved braking and
shifting.

3-stage instep flex zone for maximum comfort, control and support.
Exclusive rubber outsole design with unique side wrapping design.
External TPU panel located on calf area of boot to provide grip against
bike.
Rubber sole construction coupled with soft EVA midsole.

Internal toe and heel protection PU reinforcement molded into the
inner structure for enhanced protection.
Internal ankle protection molded into the internal construction of the
boot.
External PU molded toe protector providing the ultimate in grip and
safety.
Additional specially modified smaller foot bed to accommodate
growth and extended longevity of product (only available in boots
size: 10-11-12-13-1-2-3-4).
The Tech 3s boot is CE certified.

Removable anatomical foot bed.

Soft TPU gaiter.

OFF-ROAD FOOTWEAR

TECH 3S Motocross / Off-Road

The Tech 6s boot is CE certified.
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OFF-ROAD FOOTWEAR
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TECH 6S Motocross / Off-Road

High density contoured padding provides shock absorption for the heel
and ankle areas.
Removable anatomic foot bed.
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201 2114 Sizes 5-16 US / 38-52 EUR
Upper constructed from light, innovative microfiber that is flexible and
abrasion resistant.

Instep and Achilles accordion flex zones constructed for superior
control and support.

Innovative, evolutionary TPU shin-plate construction for greater range
of fitment features a reinforced Velcro closure for comfortable, highly
customized closure. Shin zone incorporates a TPU blade system
engineered to prevent frontal hyperextension and offer greater flex
control.

TPU lower shell is reinforced with metal shank and includes toe
reinforcement for impact and abrasion resistance.

Specifically designed sole provides Enduro riders superior durability,
grip, feel and a high level of structural rigidity.

New closure system includes polymer buckles plus aluminum frame
with innovative self-aligning, quick release closures for customized
secure fitment.

Wide entry aperture for convenience with Velcro upper closure TPR flap
to allow broad ranging calf fit adjustment and support.
Medial-facing area constructed from one-piece TPU panel with
honeycomb sculpturing for maximum grip contact with bike and
improved heat and abrasion resistance.
Top rear flexion of the boot is supported around the calf by an innovative
TPU sliding blade system which dissipates the friction.
Ergonomic buckle system offers secure and highly personalised closure.
Innovative TPU lateral ankle protection provides biomechanical link
between the middle lateral and the bottom lateral of the boot.

Extended microfiber gaiter helps seal out excessive water and dirt
entry.

All buckles are easily replaceable.
Breathable mesh 3D liner with anti-sliding microfiber suede
reinforcement on the heel area.
Soft poly-foam surrounds the ankles and collar offer comfort and shock
absorbing performance.
Removable anatomic footbed.
Exclusive high grip rubber double density compound outer sole. Sole
and footpeg are replaceable.
The Tech 7 Enduro boot is CE certified.
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OFF-ROAD FOOTWEAR
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TECH 7 ENDURO Off-Road / Enduro

201 317 Sizes 5-16 US / 38-52 EUR

201 807 Sizes 6-13 US / 39-48 EUR

Contoured shin plate is injected with high modulus TPU for a high level of
impact and abrasion resistance.
TPU injected rear plate.

ALPINESTARS 2014

Shock absorbing padding on the ankles.
Leather and microfiber instep flex zone.
Abrasion resistant patch on the outside ball of the foot.
Replaceable anatomic footbed.
Leather upper.

Buckles are injected with high impact resistant technopolymer.

Coated Leather and TPU upper gives protection, flexibility and comfort.

Top of the boot is sealed with a Velcro.

Breathable liner.

Gaiter made of soft TPU.
Strap connected to elastic stretch leather.

Outsole is an Alpinestars exclusive compound design for high abrasion
protection and high grip. The outsole is compression molded around a
contoured tempered steel support shank.

Polyester fabric lining coupled with padded foam.

Buckles are made from a high impact-resistant injection molded TPU.

Extended gaiter helps prevent dirt and moisture entry.

Lowered Achilles cutout for greater flexibility.

The Tech 3 AT boot is CE certified.

High grip TPR and Velcro closure at top of boot.

OFF-ROAD FOOTWEAR

TECH 2 Off-Road / ATV
Medial side of boot is protected by thick, abrasion and heat resistant
suede with unique heat stamped graphic.
Instep flex zone stitched for maximum support.
Dual compound TPU toe-guards for improved flexibility and increased
impact protection.

Alpinestars exclusive compound rubber sole with high grip, rough terrain
design. Toe to heel support, including a stamped steel shank.
Three buckles with memory featuring an integrated quick release/locking
system and a top reverse closure.
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OFF-ROAD FOOTWEAR

TECH 3 ALL TERRAIN BOOT Off-Road / Enduro / ATV
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OFF-ROAD FOOTWEAR

NO STOP TRIAL BOOT Trials / Off-Road

PART # 201 207 Sizes 5-16 US / 38-52 EUR

200 4011 Sizes 5-13 US / 38-48 EUR

Full-grain leather upper and accordion flex microfiber with impact and abrasion resistant TPU shell for
unmatched levels for safety

Shin plate protector is injected with high modulus TPU for a high level of impact and abrasion protection

TPU protects toes, foot, ankle and lower leg from dangerous impact. Toe box area utilizes a unique dual
injection process which offers greater flexibility and comfort

Contoured calf protector plate is injected with TPU for high impact protection

Contoured shin plate is injected with high modulus TPU for a high level of
impact and abrasion resistance.

ALPINESTARS 2014

TPU injected calf plate.
Shock absorbing padding on the ankles plus exclusive ankle brace
protector.
Leather upper plus microfiber front/rear accordion
Abrasion resistant patch on the outside ball of the foot.

Three buckles with memory featuring an integrated quick release/locking
system and a top reverse closure.
Buckles are injected with high impact resistant technopolymer.
Top of the boot is sealed with a Velcro strap connected to elastic stretch
synthetic material.
Polyester fabric lining coupled with padded foam.
Extended gaiter helps prevent dirt and moisture entry.

Alpinestars’ exclusive high grip rubber double density compound outsole with replaceable sole

Brand new outsole using Tech 10 technology

Inner side of the boot specifically designed with dual compound TPU for improved grip

Closure system features 4 aluminum buckles with memory and a quick release/locking system with selfaligning design for easy, precise closure

Achilles flex zones for superior comfort, control and support
The TECH 7 boot is CE certified.

Alpinestars exclusive compound rubber sole with high grip, rough terrain
design. Toe to heel support, including a stamped steel shank.
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Dual compound toe-box for improved flexibility and increased impact protection

TPU soft gaiter at the top of the boot effectively seals out elements

Replaceable anatomic footbed.

Exclusive internal ankle brace protector
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TONI BOU

OFF-ROAD FOOTWEAR

TECH 7 Motocross / Off-Road

209 92AC Sizes 5-13 US / 38-48 EUR
Four nylon cam adjustable buckles with a replaceable nylon strap and
housing design.

ALPINESTARS 2014

Stamped steel shin plate.
Alpinestars exclusive rubber compound sole with replaceable foot peg
insert.
Ergonomic ankle support with injected TPU ankle pads.
Stamped stainless steel sole guard.

Exclusive ankle brace protector.
Full-grain leather upper and lining.
Leather over leather front flex zone.
Replaceable anatomic footbed.
Internal TPU plate on the inner side of the boot is curved in an
anatomic shape and covered with leather.

Stamped steel shank.

ROGER DE COSTER

OFF-ROAD FOOTWEAR

SUPERVICTORY Off-Road
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ACCESSORIES

773
BLUE/
CYAN/
RED

TECH 10 BOOT Graphics Kit
665 1014 Sizes S/M (7-10 US) L/2XL (11-14 US)
Distinctive customization sticker kit to enable unique personalization of
Tech 10 boots.

Constructed from a high performance vinyl the stickers are adhesivebacked to ensure long-lasting performance and optimized fit around
decals and boot contours.
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CLEMENT DESALLE
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Available in striking color ways, the kits incorporate the iconic
Alpinestars logo.
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REMOVABLE FOOTBED INSERTS

BEE WAX LEATHER CARE

TOE CAPS REPLACEMENT

STRAP LOCK SET REPLACEMENT

BUCKLES/STRAPS REPLACEMENT

25PU1370 / NK - all off-road boots

tech 10 / tech 8 / tech 7 / tech 7 supermoto / tech 3 / stella tech
3 / tech 2 / s-mx 1
25CCT10 / NN

new tech10

new tech10

ACCESSORIES
all leather boots
250P4 / BI / BL / NE / NT / RD

25FUT14

SOLES
25SUT10/10/12/16

25CIT14 - 10

25SUT8/N

tech10
(replaceable insert)

tech8 RS
(replaceable insert)

new tech10

25CIT14 - 20

BUCKLE BASE REPLACEMENT

new tech7 / new tech 3S / tech 8 RS / toucan
gtx / tech 7
25CCT3S / 10

new tech10 / tech7 / tech7 enduro
25LET14-10

new tech7 / tech 7 enduro
INNER BRACE SIDE BARS

new tech7
tech7 enduro

ACCESSORIES

25CIT74 - 10

FOOTPEG INSERTS REPLACEMENT
tech 10
25INSSUT10 / NN

tech 10 / tech 8 / new tech 8
tech 8 light / tech 8 RS / toucan gtx
tech7 / tech 7 supermoto
tech 6 / stella tech 6
tech 3 / stella tech 3
tech 2 / s-mx 1
25BLT10 / 10

new tech7
tech 7 enduro

new tech10

25SUT74/10/12
new tech7

25SU891E/10/12
tech7 enduro

ACCESSORIES

25FUT74

25CIT74 - 20

25SBT14 -10

tech 7 / tech 7 supermoto
/ tech 6 / tec6 AT / tech 3 /
tech 3 AT / tech 2 / vector
/ m6 / supervictory
25FUSTAR / G

BUCKLE STEEL BASE REPLACEMENT
tech 8 / tech 8 RS
25INSSUT8N / N

tech 8 light / tech 8 RS
25SHOET8N / 11

new tech 6S
25LOT6SR / 10

25SUT6S/10

25SUT3S/10

new tech6s

tech3s

25SU893a/n
no stop

tech 8 / tech 4 / tech 4s / no stop / vector
25MBLT8

MEDIAL PROTECTOR RUBBER INSERT
tech 6 / tech 3 / tech 3 AT
/ stella tech 6 / stella tech 3
25LET6/ NN / WCW / WGN /
WRW / NCW

new tech10
25MPT14-10

25SU906/N

new tech10
BUCKLE BASE SUPPORT REPLACEMENT

ALL TERRAIN REPLACEMENT
- tech4 / 5 / 6 / 7 / 8 /
no stop AT / tech3 AT / tech 2
AT / terra

25SHOET14-10

new tech7
tech 7 enduro

25INSSUT74 -10

new tech7 / tech 7 enduro
25MPT74-10
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INNER BRACE REPLACEMENT

new tech10
25BBT14 -10

25SUT3/10
tech3 / tech2

tech 5 / tech 4 / no stop (10/11)
25LOT4 / NN / NW

new tech10
25BBT14 - 20
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ALPINESTARS USA
2780 W. 237TH STREET,
TORRANCE, 90505
CALIFORNIA

ALPINESTARS EUROPE
5, VIALE FERMI,
ASOLO (TV) 31011
ITALY

PHONE 310 891 0222
FAX 310 891 0299

PHONE +39 0423 5286
FAX +39 0423 529 571

ALPINESTARS.USA
@ALPINESTARS.COM

ALPINESTARS
@ALPINESTARS.COM
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